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ORUDAY 130B4W GOLD 130m3/h
ORUDAY MD 5000/3350 batching plant

with ORU LOGIK WB4/102

STRENGHTS

SIMPLE
VERSATILE
RELIABLE

ORUDAY 130B4W GOLD TRANSPORTABILITY
The entire plant is designed for maximum optimization of its 

transportability and for reducing transport costs to a minimum.
Two shipping options are available, depending on the customer’s needs:

By road:  1 LOW BED TRUCK + 2 STANDARD TRUCKS (13,60 m)
By sea:  1x40' FR H=3250 + 2x40' OT + 1x20' OT H=2500 

THE IMPORTANCE
OF AN INTEGRATED AND
COORDINATED SYSTEM 

Le Officine Riunite | Udine S.p.A.
Concrete Machinery Division
Via Santa Caterina, 35 | 33030 Basaldella di Campoformido (UD)
t + 39 0432 563911 | f +39 0432 562131
oru@oru.it | www.imergroup.com 

Le O�cine riunite_Udine S.p.A. reserve the right to change the information 
containrd herein without prior notice when they consider it justi�ed. The data and 
dimensions are therefore not to be considered as binding. The illustrations may 
include accessories and  therefore they could be slightly di�erent from the 
standard versions of the equipment.

It’s a mobile, pre-assembled and pre-wired system, designed to 
satisfy the growing need to reduce the installation time and space for 
installation on the construction site.
Its compact structure comprises all elements, so that it can be quickly 
changed from the transport configuration to the operational one.
It is equipped with a control cab that is incorporated in the structure 
even during the transport phase. 

WINTER PACKAGE
The system is pre-configured for the installation of the technical 
devices and insulation needed in order to operate under extreme 
climatic conditions.

MIXING UNIT WITH INTEGRATED SKIP
The mixing unit is the heart of the system; this configuration it is 
equipped with the ORUMD 5000/3350 twin shaft mixer, which allows 
different types of concrete to be mixed while always guaranteeing the 
utmost quality. The mixing unit is also equipped with an expansion 
chamber (Airbag) that collects dust-filled air, generated by the 
aggregates and cement after entering the mixer.
The skip, which comes complete with a gravity unloading hatch, slides 
inside a rail that is integral part of the structure. Its operation is 
extremely safe thanks to the presence of a set of limit switches and 
shut-off systems.

STORAGE UNIT FOR AGGREGATES WITH BELTUP
(ORU LOGIK WB4/102)
The aggregate storage and batching unit is modular, sturdy and 
completely hot-dip galvanized in order to guarantee maximum 
resistance and a long service life.
Thanks to the BELTUP weighing belt (patented), no costly concrete 
works are necessary (pillars and pits), and the loading point of the 
storage tanks stays extremely low.

HPS 2100-V MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Is a customised and automated software solution for the 
most advanced concrete pre-packaging processes.
Thanks to its user-friendly interface, the system is 
extremely simple to use.
HPS 2100-V is the result of synergies between experience, 
technology and flexibility, all offered at the customer’s 
disposition.
The basic hardware configuration includes a personal 
computer with an LCD monitor as well as the peripheral 
devices needed to store and enter data. Microsoft Windows 
operating system is used, available in different languages.
Real-time operation is ensured by the PLC.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

BA1000 water weighing hopper,
discharge by gravity and pump

7,5kW

Antifreeze column with pump
for dosing in water scale

2,2kW

Mixer ORUMD 5000/3350mod

Hourly production 130m3/h Aggregates storage (capacity) 100m3

Bins 4n°

Discharge gate 10n°

Weighing system (approved-Type) with loading cellsmod

Additives system 3x45l/min

Electric compressor B7000mod

Management unit HPS 2100-Vmod

Skip (speed) 0,61m/s

B2000 cement weighing hopper 2000l

Water column for
manual addition 

Electromagnetic
meter

mod

Aggregates hygrometer probe
(microwave)

PK-3mod
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